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Overview Overview of of these lecturesthese lectures::
The galactic interstellar medium (ISM):

constituents and their co-existence; large-scale distribution

Molecular clouds

properties; chemistry; mass and temperature

Kinematics

rotation curve, kinematic distances

Star formation

young stellar objects (YSOs); IMF

manifestations (interaction with surroundings)

Star formation: high-mass

IMF: a universal function?



THE PHASES OF THETHE PHASES OF THE

INTERSTELLAR MEDIUMINTERSTELLAR MEDIUM



Not Not just just starsstars……
ISM: 90% H, 9% He, 1% “rest”

Abundances: for every 106 H atoms, there are 250 C, 

500 O, 80 N atoms ~solar (≡ cosmic). Other elements: 

IS abundance <<cosmic: depletion (material locked up 

in dust grains)

Dust mixed with gas

Characterize ISM acc. to condition of H:

HI: M ∼ 2 x 109 M
�

H2:  M ∼ M(HI)

HII: M ∼ 1 x 108 M
�

M(ISM) ∼ 4% M(visible matter in Galaxy)

M(dust) ∼ 1-2% M(ISM)

Energy in the ISM:

Radiation field, magnetic fields, cosmic rays



High density? Not really… (only in some locations):

High-density molecular cloud core: ≥ 106 particles cm-3

Earth’s atmosphere at sea level: ∼ 3x1019 particles cm-3

Best terrestrial vacuum: 3x1012-13 particles cm-3 !!

Average density ISM: ∼ 1 particle cm-3



HIH2 , HII, dust

H2 , dust



OrionOrion: : opticaloptical, IR, and mm, IR, and mm

CO

What you see depends What you see depends on on frequencyfrequency



HH46 HH46 –– Visual Visual →→→→→→→→ NIR NIR →→→→→→→→ MIRMIR

The Spitzer-view



Outer Galaxy: R > R0

Sun

15

kpc

8.5

kpc

Inner, outer, & (farInner, outer, & (far--) outer Galaxy) outer Galaxy

Far-Outer Galaxy: R > 15
kpc

R0 

Inner Galaxy: R < R0

Solar circle: R = R0 = 8.5 kpc



Distribution Distribution ISMISM

CO H166αααα HII

γγγγ-rays SNR

0 10 20R(kpc):

H2 

HI

HII

Distributions peak at R < R0 =8.5kpc

Max. extent ∼ 2 R0 

Galactic ring

4 < R < 6 kpc



E2: high

∆E = E2 - E1 = hν
at 1.4 GHz (21.2 cm)

Radiation mechanism Radiation mechanism of Hof HII

spinflip

electron

nucleus

E1: low

electron

nucleus

Spontaneous trans. prob. A=2.85 10-15 s-1,

i.e. once every 12 Myr!

De-excitation governed by collisions.



Galactic distribution Galactic distribution HHII

Hartmann & Burton 1994



CO, CO, not not HH22

ISM composed essentially of hydrogen:

HI: 21-cm line

H2: symmetric molecule ⇒⇒⇒⇒ no radio emission

- UV absorption lines

- IR emission lines

CO: most abundant after H2 : [H2]/[CO]~ 1 ×××× 10-4.

- excited by collisions with H2

- easily observed rotational transitions at (sub-)mm wavelengths

- n(H2) ≥≥≥≥ a few ×××× 103 cm-3 



Dame, Hartmann & Thaddeus 2001

Galactic distribution Galactic distribution COCO

Galactic longitude

Galactic latitude

Taurus

Ophiuchus

Orion

Polaris-, Cepheus flare
Lupus

Chamaeleon

Vela

M31

LMC

Outer Galaxy Outer GalaxyInner Galaxy

180o 90o 180o270o0o



Nakanishi & Sofue 2003 PASJ

lopsided

HI: tilted disk HI: warped & flared disk

Same seen in H2/CO



R=8.5-10 kpc R=10-12 kpc

R=12-14 kpc R=14-16 kpc

R=16-20 kpc
Warping Warping & & flaring flaring in COin CO

Wouterloot, Brand, Burton, & Kwee 
1990, A&A 120, 21
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In OG: Surface density down, scale height up ⇒⇒⇒⇒ volume density even 

lower

“flared disk” (‘a svasato’)

Wouterloot, Brand, Burton, & Kwee 1990



CO (29.5-30.5 degs)                                           HI

n(H2)  vs. z-height

A A thick thick disk in COdisk in CO
(Dame & Thaddeus 1994)



Georgelin 1975

Distribution of

HII regions 

(young stars)

Same, but with

spiral pattern

drawn in

Is there Is there a a spiral armspiral arm pattern?pattern?



Spiral structureSpiral structure

From Hαααα

From HI (Nakanishi & Sofue 2003 PASJ)

(Russeil, A&A 2003)

Sagitarius-Carina Scutum-Crux

Norma-Cygnus

Perseus

Local arm

CG

From CO(1-0)

(Nakanishi & Sofue 2006 PASJ)



*NEW* *NEW* Outer arm Outer arm in Hin HII
McClure-Griffiths et al. 2004

R=16 kpc

R=24 kpc



mm molec.lines

FIR dust

0.50.005103-10610-100Darkdense

HI,CO,100µm≤0.01102-10330-80Transldiffuse

H2

HI0.1-0.5?0.48000WNMwarm

HI0.40.0254080CNMclouds

HI

HI,Hα, H166α0.1?0.20.258000WIMwarm

[OVI], X-rays0.0010.6?0.003≥3x105HIMcoronal

Hα, recomb. 
lines

0.020.0010.1-104104traditional

HII

ProbesfMfVnH(cm
-3)T(K)

The  multiThe  multi--phase ISMphase ISM



Models Models of the ISM (2of the ISM (2--phasephase))

Early model: Field, Goldsmith & Habing 1969

Assume pressure equilibrium (P/k ∝ nT = constant)

Stable points: A and C, corresponding to:

WNM (n=0.4, T=7000) and CNM (n=60, T=50)

Explained most of the then-known observations.

Log(P/k) = 3.5 cm-3 K



Models Models of the ISM (3of the ISM (3--phasephase))
Ostriker & McKee 1977: 3-phase model

Gas distributed among 4(!) forms: HIM, WIM, WNM, CNM

that are in P-equil. at P/k ≈ 3000 Kcm-3 .

SNe, OB-winds create system of hot tunnels in ISM

Recent assesment: Cox, 2005 Ann. Rev. A&A 43



Models Models of the ISM (of the ISM (CoxCox upgradeupgrade))

Cox 2005 ARAA



Molecular clouds are

self-shielding against

UV radiation.

Clouds are surrounded 

by envelope of HI.

Inside: molecules. Most

abundant after H2 is 

CO (10-4).

Molecular clouds Molecular clouds –– transition transition interfaceinterface

PDR



Molecular cloudsMolecular clouds: : atomic envelopeatomic envelope

Blitz, 1993 PPIII



Ehrenfreund & Charnley 2000, ARA&A, 38, 427
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137 molecules have been detected in space (205 including isotopomers, 50 in comets) 

New New speciesspecies!!
CHCH22CHCHO (CHCHO (propenalpropenal))

CHCH33CHCH22CHO (CHO (propanalpropanal))

((Hollis etHollis et al. 2004 al Green al. 2004 al Green 

BankBank @ 13@ 13--20 20 GHzGHz))



AstrochemistryAstrochemistry. I.. I.

• FormationFormation of Hof H22 (Gould & Salpeter 1963; Hollenbach & Salpeter 1970; Pirronello et 

al. 1999; Katz et al. 1999; Cazaux & Tielens 2002; Habart et al. 2003)

R ∼ 10-17 cm3 s-1

In gas phase:

H- + H ⇒ H2 + e     R ∼ 10
-21 - 10-20 cm3 s-1

H + H ⇒ H2 + h ν R ∼ 10-29 - 10-31 cm3 s-1

C+ + H2 ⇒ CH2
+ + 

CH2
+ + e- ⇒ CH + H

CH + O ⇒ CO + H
In molecular clouds: ion-neutral reactions



H-rich complex N-bearing and 

O-bearing molecules: 

CH3CN, CH2CHCN, 

CH3CH2CN, CH3OCH3, 

HCOOCH3, C2H5OH..

(e.g. Blake et al. 1987)

Orion 
KL

• Complex organic moleculesComplex organic molecules are easily observed  near 
young  stellar objects (e.g. Charnley et al. 1992; Caselli et al. 1993)

AstrochemistryAstrochemistry. II.. II.



•• To understand the distribution of the various molecular species To understand the distribution of the various molecular species to study the to study the 

physical and kinematical properties of molecular clouds and of sphysical and kinematical properties of molecular clouds and of star formation.tar formation.

•• Example: CO, typically used to determine the mass of molecular clouds,

disappears from the gas phase at densities n(H2) >  104 cm-3 and T < 20 K.

C17O(1-0)

Caselli et al. 1999

CO disappears

from gas phase
at  R < 7000 AU

N2D
+

N2 remains in the

gas phase: more 
volatile than CO ?

AstrochemistryAstrochemistry. III.. III.



L1517BL1517B: : a a lowlow--mass mass prepre--stellar core stellar core withwith depletiondepletion

C-bearing species 

completely miss

the central density 

peak

On the other hand,

N-bearing species 

well trace the density

profile seen in the dust

continuum emission

Tafalla et al. 2004



Cores have order-of-magnitude radial CS and CO 
abundance gradients



CO(2-1)

H2

Chandler & Richer (2001)

SiO(1-0)

Gueth & Guilloteau (1999) 

HH211

ShockShock--chemistrychemistry!!

H2The heating and 

compression caused by 

shocks gives rise to 

dramatic effects in the 

chemical composition of 

the surrounding cloud. 

Dissociation, endothermic 

reactions, sublimation of 

ices and disruption of 

grains lead to a shock-

chemistry.



Chemically rich outflowsChemically rich outflows

Bachiller et al. (2001)

L1157

Bachiller & Tafalla

(2000): an empirical

time sequence of low-

mass outflows?

1st stage (Class 0): 

jet-like, HV bullets;

2nd stage (Class 0): 

no bullets, rich 

chemistry;

3rd stage (Class I): 

shell structure, 

evacuated cavity. 

Shock tracers: 

CH3OH, SiO, H2O, 

S-bearing species, 

H2CO……



ShockShock--enhanced abundancesenhanced abundances in in outflowsoutflows

SiO         10-10 – 10-6 < 10-12

CH3OH    10-7 – 10-5 ∼ 10-9

NH3 ∼ 10-6                                                        ∼ 10-8

H2CO             ∼ 10-7 ∼ 10-8

HCN              ∼ 10-7 ∼ 10-8

SO                 ∼ 10-7 ∼ 5x10-9

(with respect to H2)



PROPERTIES PROPERTIES 

OF OF 

MOLECULAR CLOUDSMOLECULAR CLOUDS



<

- Largest (100 pc) and most massive (<105 M
�

)

objects in Galaxy

- Not uniform: volume f.f.<<1

surface f.f. ≈ 1

(≥ 1 clump along the l.o.s.)

- ∆Vobs >> ∆Vtherm ≈ (8ln2 kT/µmH)0.5 

line profile determined by velocity

field of clumps: bulk motions.

- Gravitationally bound

Pint/k ∼105 Kcm-3 >>
< Pism/k > ∼ 104 Kcm-3 

- All OB stars form in GMCs

- Strong confinement to spiral arms

(contrast arm-interarm > 28:1)

- ∆V(cloud-cloud) ≈ 3-9 km/s (median 4.2) 

≠ f(M) ≠ f(R)

-GMCs are young (< few 107 yr)

- Material stays locked up in stars: 

replenishment needed 

(SFR ∼ 2-4 M
�

/yr, return ∼ 0.8 M
�

/yr

Typical properties GMCsTypical properties GMCs



Orion A                                         13CO  220 GHz = 1.3 mm

Sheets and filaments

J. Bally  (IAU227)



Molecular cloudsMolecular clouds: : elongatedelongated

Brand & Wouterloot 1994
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Brand & Wouterloot 1995

Masses Masses and massand mass--ratiosratios



Molecular clouds Molecular clouds –– virialvirial-- and and pressure equilibriumpressure equilibrium

P/k=3E+03

P/k=3E+04

Individual clouds Sample averages
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Molecular clouds Molecular clouds & star & star formationformation



HST: NGC3603

Molecular clouds Molecular clouds & star & star formationformation



Projected distribution

WB89-clouds

Wouterloot & Brand

1989 A&AS 80, 149

(WB89)

Velocity-longitude

WB89-clouds

R=20 kpc

Star Star formation sites formation sites in in outer Galaxyouter Galaxy

Fig. Distribution of IRAS

sources with colours of

star-forming regions; shows

there IS star formation 

out to the edge of the 

galactic molecular disk.



Embedded clusters IEmbedded clusters I

IRAS07255-2012

IRAS07257-2033
Cloud: M=6.0 ×××× 104 M

����

d, R = 9.3, 15.7 kpc

1.2 mm continuum

(SEST/SIMBA)

Outflow in 12CO(1-0)

(SEST)

JHK-composite

∼∼∼∼ 1’.7x1’.7

DSS-optical

Brand & Wouterloot 1994, 2003 & in prep.



WB89-789. JCMT data.
Mcloud ≈ 5 × 103 M

�
(CO);

Mvir(core) ≈ 400 M
�
(CS);

Mdust ≈ 10 M
�
(SED-fit;

Tdust ≈ 22 K).
Moutflow ≈ 12 M

�
(CO);

tdyn ≈ 4 × 104  yrs.
(SEST/
SIMBA)

�: dust core

White contour: half
of the peak value

JCMT

Brand & Wouterloot, A&A 2007

Embedded clusters IIEmbedded clusters II



JCMT data.
∫T[CO(3-2)]dV

+
K-frame (ESO)

ESO-data

JHK-combined

Brand & Wouterloot, A&A 2007



A A cloud without cloud without star star formationformation

G216-2.5: “Maddalena’s Cloud”

LIR/Mcloud< 0.07 L
�

/M
�

while typically

LIR/Mcloud ~ 1 L
�

/M
�



DERIVING DERIVING 

FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIESFUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES



H2 smallest diatomic molecule: widely-spaced energy levels

Even lowest excited rot. levels too far above ground state

to be easily populated at normal molecular cloud T.

no dipole moment, hence quadrupole radiation (slow)

Lowest allowed (J=2-0)

∆∆∆∆E = 510 K

CO: more closely-spaced energy levels; easily populated also at

low T

Observing molecular clouds Observing molecular clouds at at largelarge



TwoTwo--level level systemsystem

A21

Iνννν

Iνννν

Iνννν B21

Iνννν B12

Level 2 or “upper” (u)

∆∆∆∆E=hνννν

Level 1 or “lower” (l)

g2

g1

Spontaneous

emission

Absorption Stimulated

emission

g1B12 = g2B21 ; A21 = (2hν3/c2) B21

n2 /n1 = (g2 /g1) exp( - ∆E/kTex)

Statistical equilibrium: in=out, regardless of process:

dn1/dt = (A21 +IB21 + C21)n2 – (IB12 + C12)n1 = 0 for each level

Boltzmann equation



Example: CO.  In molecular cloud, excitation J=1 level

through collisions with H2. 

If ntot low, each upward transition followed by spontaneous 

emission of photon (rate = n1 A10).

If ntot high, excited CO loses energy in collisions with 

H2, without emission photon. Two regimes are separated

at critical density A10/γ10 = 3 x 103 cm-3.

n1 /n0 = (g1 /g0) exp( - ∆E/kTex)

ntot << ncrit : n1 /n0 small and ∝ ntot , Tex <Tkin

ntot >> ncrit : CO in LTE and Tex =Tkin

NH3(1,1)                        ncrit = 1.9 x 104 cm-3.

CS                                  ncrit = 4.2 x 105 cm-3.

H2O (thermal emission) ncrit = 1.7 x 107 cm-3.



Radiation transport Radiation transport II

Iν(0) Iν(L)

0 L

cloud

dIν = -kν Iν ds + jνds                        dτν≡ - kνds

dIν = Iν dτν + (jν/ kν) dτν (jν/ kν) = source function Sν

jν=(hν/4π)nuAulφ(ν) 

kν=(hν/4π)(nlBlu  - nuBul )φ(ν)

TE at temperature T: Sν =Bν (Tex): Planck function. Then:

Iν = Iν (0)e-τν + Bν (Tex)(1- e-τν )

s

τ
0τν



Radiation transport Radiation transport IIII

Iν(0) Iν(L)

0 L

cloud

So we have: Iν = Iν (0)e-τν + Bν (Tex)(1- e-τν )

Define TA(ν) ≡ Iν /[2kν2 c-2 ], TA(0) = Tbg , and define Jν(T) = (hν/k)(ehν/kT – 1)-1

(Note: in Rayleigh-Jeans limit hν/kT << 1 and Jν(T) = T)

Then:  TA= J(Tex) (1- e-τν ) + J(Tbg) e
-τν

in Rayleigh-Jeans limit: TA = Tex (1- e-τν )  + Tbg e-τν

In practice one measures  ∆ TA= TA-Tbg (ON-OFF) = (Tex - Tbg) (1- e-τν ) 

1) τν « 1: ∆ TA≈T τν measure column density. All photons escape.

2) τν » 1: ∆ TA≈T      measure kinetic temperature, but independent of col. dens. 

Only photons at cloud surface (τν ≤ 1) escape.

Detection equation



For an optically thick line, e.g. CO(1-0): τν » 1; the detection equation yields:

Tex = (hν/k) ln-1(hν/k [TA + J(Tbg) ]
-1 + 1)

= 5.532 ln-1(5.532[TA + 0.818 ]-1 + 1)

For an optically thin line, e.g. 13CO(1-0): τν « 1; it follows that:

τν = -ln[1 - TA /(J(Tex)  - J(Tbg) )]
-1

Column density – derived from transition between levels J and J-1.

Detection equation: TA=  J(Tex) (1- e-τν ) + J(Tbg) e
-τν and τν « 1, solve for τν .

From definition of Tex , the definitions of theEinstein-coefficients, the equation 

for the absorption coefficient, and the definition of τ

Ntot = (3h/8π3µ2)(Z/J)exp(hν/k Tex)[1-exp(-hν/k Tex)]
-1 [/(J(Tex)  - J(Tbg) ]

-1 ∫ TA dv 

with Z the partition function (linking Nl to Ntot).

or: Ntot = f(Tex) ∫ TA dv

TTex ex , , ττττττττ, and , and column column density in LTEdensity in LTE



Ntot = f(Tex) ∫ TA dv

For 13CO(1-0) and C18O(1-0) and  Tex ≈ 5 – 20 K: 

f(Tex) ≈ (1.1 ± 0.2) × 1015 cm-2 /(Kkm/s)

Hence: 

Ntot = (1.1 ± 0.2) × 1015  ∫ TA dv cm-2 ⇒ Mass!

If τν ≤ 1 then correction factor τ0 / [1 – exp(- τ0) ], with τ0 the opt. depth at line center

τ0 = -ln(1-1/R) and R = TA (
12CO)/ TA (

13CO).

Therefore:

Ntot = (1.1 ± 0.2) × 1015 × τ0 / [1 – exp(- τ0) ] × ∫ TA dv cm-2

Mass follows via abundances: N(12CO)/N (13CO) ~ 90 and N(12CO)/N(H2) ~ 1 × 10-4

Total Total columncolumn densitydensity



Deriving N(HDeriving N(H2 2 ), total mass), total mass

1. Lines (Planck & Boltzmann)

2. Lines (empirical)

3. Virial theorem

Detection eqn., LTE,  ττττ(12 CO) » 1  (⇒⇒⇒⇒ Tex ),  ττττ(13 CO) « 1 

N(13 CO) = f (ττττ13 , Tex , ∆∆∆∆v13 ) + [H2 ]/[
13 CO] = …. ⇒⇒⇒⇒ N(H2 )LTE

12 C/H, 12 C/13 C gradients ⇒⇒⇒⇒ [H2 ]/[
13 CO] = f (R)

N(H2 )/∫∫∫∫T12 dv ≡≡≡≡ X ⇒⇒⇒⇒ N(H2 )Wco

X = constant or f (R)? 

Cloud radius (r), linewidth (∆∆∆∆v), assumptions about density 

distribution. For spherical cloud, n ∝∝∝∝ r –2 ⇒⇒⇒⇒ Mvir = 126 r ∆∆∆∆v2

4. Dust continuum

Exclude non-bound motions (e.g. outflows); actual density distribution?

M = (gSννννd
2)/κκκκννννB(Tdust)

Non-LTE transitions: LVG model (full radiation transport eqns.)

κκκκνννν , T-structure, gas-to-dust ratio (g) uncertain



Results Results of of molecular cloud mappingmolecular cloud mapping

High-mass

(+Low-mass)

10-205-15105-610-30020-100Giant

Low-mass101-3103-4102-33-10Dark

Low-mass10?0.7-1.50.5-10230-5000.3-3Diffuse

Cores & starsT

(K)

∆∆∆∆V

(km/s)

M

(M
����

)

n

(cm-3)

R

(pc)

Type

Total molecular mass in Galaxy ~ 2-4 x 109 M
�

≈ M(HI)



××××

K-ladders connected through collisions. Relative population of K-ladders 

reflects a thermal distribution at Tkin .



Application:Application:

Boltzmann Boltzmann plotplot

Ni /gi = [Ntot/Q(T)]exp(-Ei/kT)

Plot ln(Ni /gi ) vs. Ei:

line with slope ∝ 1/T,

intercept ∝ Ntot

ln[ (3k∫TdV)/(8π3νµ2S)]





Column Column density vs. density vs. extinctionextinction

Hayakawa et al. 2001



Column Column density vs. density vs. extinctionextinction

Alves et al. 1999

At high AV: C18O

depletion (or becomes

opt. thick)

From HI: N(HI+H2) = 1.9 1021 AV cm-2 mag-1

(Bohlin et al. 1978)



CLUMPY STRUCTURECLUMPY STRUCTURE

ANDAND

MASS DISTRIBUTIONSMASS DISTRIBUTIONS



Dame, Hartmann and Thaddeus 2001

M ~ 2-4x109 M
�

Our Galaxy at 115 GHzOur Galaxy at 115 GHz

Taurus

1212CC1616O(1O(1--0)0)

13CO(1-0)

N2H
+(1-0)

Mizuno et al. 1995

Caselli et al. 2002a

M ~ 5x104 M
�

M ~ 5 M
�

5 pc

C18O(1-0)

Onishi et al. 1998 

NH3 cores
(Benson & Myers 1989)

5 pc



Cloud structureCloud structure

Cloud ,        clump,           core

Self-similar, fractal structure

Interclump gas:

predominantly

atomic



D ≥ 10 pc 

n(H2) ≈ 102-103 cm-3

M ≥ 104 M
�

T ≈ 10 K

CO, 13CO

N(CO)/N(H2) ≈ 10-4

D ≈ 1 pc 

n(H2) ≈ 105 cm-3

M ≈ 103 M
�

T ≈ 50 K

CS, C34S

N(CS)/N(H2) ≈ 10-8

D ≈ 0.1 pc 

n(H2) ≈ 107 cm-3

M ≈ 10-103 M
�

T ≈ 100 K

NH3, CH3CN

N(CH3CN)/N(H2) ≈ 10-10

Clouds                             clumps                       cores



Clumpy structure Clumpy structure -- SelfSelf--similaritysimilarity

Kutner et al. 1977 Batrla et al. 1983 Pauls et al. 1983

CO [∅ ≈8’≈1 pc] NH3 [∅ ≈43”≈0.1 pc] NH3 [∅ ≈1”.5x2”.2

≈ 4 10-3 pc]



Typical clump propertiesTypical clump properties
(based on a study of the RMC – Rosette Molecular Cloud)

- 60 –90% of H2 in clumps

- <n> ∼103 cm-3; <nvol> ∼25 cm-3 . Thus: volume filling factor ∼ 2.5%

Hence: n(interclump) ∼ 2.5-12.5 cm-3  

- Σ(r) ∝ r-1 , i.e. ρ(r) ∝ r-2 

- Mass spectrum dN/dM ∝ Mα , α = –1.4 to –1.7  for M = 1-3000 M
�

. 

Idem for clouds as a whole



SelfSelf--similarity similarity –– Clump Clump mass mass distributiondistribution

Power-law mass distribution 10-4 ≤ M ≤ 104 M
�

: dN/dM ∝ M-1.7 ± 0.1

Most clumps at low-mass end, but most of mass in the few high-mass 

clumps

Rosette Molecular Cloud

Schneider et al. 1998

Kramer et al. 1998



SelfSelf--similarity similarity –– Clump Clump mass mass distributiondistribution

Power-law mass distribution 10-4 ≤ M ≤ 104 M
�

: dN/dM ∝ M-1.7 ± 0.1

Most clumps at low-mass end, but most of mass in the few high-mass 

clumps

Rosette Molecular Cloud

Schneider et al. 1998

Kramer et al. 1998

Mass distribution of sample of GMCs has same slope

204 clouds between 

R=2-25kpc: same slope!

Brand & Wouterloot 1995



Simba results 1

Multiple cores & chains

DSS + SIMBA (1.2-mm cont.)

AND: 95 pre-stellar or
pre-cluster cores!

Beltran, Brand, Cesaroni et al. 2006



Beltran, Brand, Cesaroni et al. 2006

Simba results 2: clump mass function

Slope  10-100 M
�

: -(1.5-1.9);     >100 M
�

: -2.1 



60 pre-stellar clumps in ρ Oph
Slope -1.5 for M= 0.1-0.5 M

�
.

-2.5            0.5-3 M
�
.

Ophiuchus: Motte et al. 1998

Serpens: Testi & Sargent 1998

26 pre-stellar clumps
Slope -2.1

IMF:
Salpeter: -2.5 for M= 1-10 M

�
.

Miller-Scalo: -1.5 for M < 1 M
�
.



Typical clump propertiesTypical clump properties
(based on a study of the RMC – Rosette Molecular Cloud; Blitz et al.)

- 60 –90% of H2 in clumps

- <n> ∼103 cm-3; <nvol> ∼25 cm-3 . Thus: volume filling factor ∼ 2.5%

Hence: n(interclump) ∼ 2.5-12.5 cm-3  

-Σ(r) ∝ r-1 , i.e. ρ(r) ∝ r-2

- Mass spectrum dN/dM ∝ Mα , α = –1.4 to –1.7  for M = 1-3000 M
�

. 

Idem for clouds as a whole

- Most clumps not gravitationally bound, but most mass is in clumps that are. 

Yet clumps are not expanding: pressure-confinement

- Inside clump: Pint/k ∼ 6-12 × 104 Kcm-3 (bulk gas motions)

Inside GMC, due to gravity: Pgrav/k ∼ 8 × 104 Kcm-3

PHI/k ∼ 10 × 104 Kcm-3 

⇒ clumps confined by interclumps gas (which is HI)



MOLECULAR GAS KINEMATICSMOLECULAR GAS KINEMATICS

rotation curve and rotation curve and kinematic distanceskinematic distances



The The observed velocity fieldobserved velocity field

(Brand & Blitz 1993)

Radial velocity as a function of distance

galactic longitude: 147o

radial velocity: -30 km/s

distance: 4 kpc



Observed velocity field is useful to determine kinematic distances,

but its range of use is limited (e.g., <2 kpc from Sun in inner Galaxy)

Therefore: construct the rotation curve (Θ versus R)

Transform observed radial velocities and spectro-photometric 

distances into galactic rotation velocity Θ and galactocentric distance R:

Vlsr = (ΘR0/R - Θ0) sinl cosb for circular rotation.

ω= Θ / R: angular rotation velocity ⇒ Vlsr = R0(ω - ω0) sinl cosb ⇒
ω= Vlsr/(R0 sinl cosb) + ω0

R = (d2cos2b + R0
2 - 2 R0d cosb cosl)1/2

Advantage: get distances everywhere.

Disadvantage: in some regions erroneous because streaming motions

are not included.

Kinematic distances Kinematic distances II



Θ (km/s) Θ

ω
(k

m
/s

/k
p
c)

R (kpc) R

R

ω = Θ / R

Fit a function of type: 

ω/ω0 = a1(R/R0)
a2-1 + a3(R/R0)

Implying

Θ/Θ0 = a1(R/R0)
a2 + a3

a1 = 1.0077, a2 = 0.0394, a3 = 0.00712

Rotation curve Rotation curve from from HHII and COand CO

R0

(Brand & Blitz 1993)

HI CO



Kinematic distances Kinematic distances IIII

Rotation curve: Θ = Θ0 (R/R0)
a with Θ0 = 220 km/s, R0 = 8.5 kpc

In general: Vlsr = R0(ω - ω0) sinl cosb , and ω = Θ/R.

It follows that:

R = ( [ (Vlsr / sinl cosb ) + Θ0 ] / Θ0 R0
1-a )1/(a-1) and

d = [R0 cosl ± (R2 - R0
2 sin2l)]0.5 / cosb

For outer Galaxy: choose ‘+’

For inner Galaxy, there are 2 solutions: distance ambiguity!



Nakanishi & Sofue 2003 PASJ

Two values for d at the

same Vlsr : ambiguity

Distance ambiguity Distance ambiguity in in inner Galaxyinner Galaxy

Velocity field from rotation curve



A

B

C

D

E

R0

RT

l

RT = R0 sinl : subcentral (tangent) point. Maximum Vlsr long l.o.s.



Velocity crowdingVelocity crowding

Arched in green:

dV/dr ≤ 6 km/s/kpc

Artificial density structures

(Burton 1988)

Contours of dV/dr



Streaming motionsStreaming motions

Vlsr - residuals: observed – expected from rotation curve

(Brand & Blitz 1993)



Streaming motionsStreaming motions

Vlsr - residuals: observed – expected from rotation curve

(Brand & Blitz 1993)

CO: Streaming motions pattern

(Burton & Bania 1974)

HI: V-residuals



(Reid – IAU242, 2007)

Trigonometric parallaxTrigonometric parallax



(Reid - IAU242, 2007)

The new The new GalaxyGalaxy



STAR FORMATIONSTAR FORMATION



Star Star formationformation: in : in molecular cloudsmolecular clouds



Star formation catastrophe?

Mcloud ≈ 104-5 M
�
» MJeans ≈ 102 M

�
⇒ collapse on 

free-fall timescale tff ≈ √(3π/32Gρ) ≈ 106 yrs.

On galactic scale: 

SFR = MGMC /tff ≈ 109 M�
/ 106 yrs ≈ 103 M

�
/yr 

» SFRobs ≈ 3M
�
/yr 

Clouds are prevented from total collapse!



Lada & Lada 2003 ARAA

SFE: Star SFE: Star formation efficiencyformation efficiency



Cloud supportCloud support

Virial theorem:      2T+2U+W+M=0

Gravitational energy

Thermal energy (random motions): U/W ≈ 3x10-3 → irrelevant

Magnetic field term: M/W = 0.3

Kinetic energy (bulk motions, mostly from clumps): T/W ≈ 0.5

Clouds are supported by turbulence and magnetic fields



BB--fieldfield: : Zeeman splittingZeeman splitting
In presence of B-field, hyperfine 

splitting of levels is modified:

spectral line splits in 2, centered 

on primary component, with opposing

polarisations.

2/1
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mag

K10G
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−

















≈

∆

∆
kTB

µν

ν

3.27 Hz/µG  OH @ 1665 MHz

1.96 Hz/µG  OH @ 1665 MHz

7.2 10-4 Hz/µG  NH3 @ 22 GHz

2.3 10-3 Hz/µG  H2O @ 22 GHz Güsten et al. 1994



BB--fieldfield: : Zeeman splittingZeeman splitting
In presence of B-field, hyperfine 

splitting of levels is modified:

spectral line splits in 2, centered 

on primary component, with opposing

polarisations.

2/1

3-

therm

mag

K10G
10

−

















≈

∆

∆
kTB

µν

ν

3.27 Hz/µG  OH @ 1665 MHz

1.96 Hz/µG  OH @ 1665 MHz

7.2 10-4 Hz/µG  NH3 @ 22 GHz

2.3 10-3 Hz/µG  H2O @ 22 GHz

Measured values:

HI 21cm, OH 18cm: few µG  (diffuse ISM; n<100 cm-3 )

few µG  (dark cloud envelopes; n∼103 cm-3 )

few µG  (OH masing layers; n∼107-8 cm-3 )

H2O 22GHz:         50mG (maser spots; n∼1010 cm-3 )

Güsten et al. 1994



(Crutcher – IAU242, 2007)



Clump stabilityClump stability
Forces working on clumps:

- Clump (self-) gravity

- Clump turbulence (and thermal pressure)

- Interclump pressure

- Magnetic fields

Clump virial theorem (e.g. Fleck 1988):

4πr3P = 3MCOσ2 – GMCO
2/r + B2/8π

P/k = ρσ2/k – GMCOρ/3rk + B2/8πk

Expressed in pressures:

Pturb/Pgrav = α = 126 r[pc] ∆v[kms-1]2/MCO = Mvir/MCO : virial

parameter
Pmagn/k = 2.9 × 104 Kcm-3 for 10µG

Interclump pressure (self-gravity GMC): Pext/k = 1.7 × 104 – 5.9 × 104

Kcm-3

Pext/k = Pturb/k + Pgrav/k + Pmagn/k



Clump pressure ratiosClump pressure ratios

Turbulence

&

gravity

Turbulence

&

total gravity

Turbulence,

total gravity

&

magnetic field 

pressure

WB380

WB85

RMC high

Ori RMC low

Brand et al. 2001



Two mechanisms:

Accretion onto the protostar:

Static envelope: n∝R-2

Infall zone: n∝R-3/2

tacc= M* /(dMacc/dt)

Contraction of the protostar:

tKH=GM2/R*L*

– Stars > 8 Msun: tKH > tacc

– Stars < 8 Msun: tKH < tacc

� The high-mass stars form while still accreting

Formation of stars of high and low mass

n∝R-3/2

n∝R-2





Two mechanisms:

Accretion onto the protostar:

Static envelope: n∝R-2

Infall zone: n∝R-3/2

tacc= M* /(dMacc/dt)

Contraction of the protostar:

tKH=GM2/R*L*

– Stars > 8 Msun: tKH > tacc

– Stars < 8 Msun: tKH < tacc

� The high-mass stars form while still accreting 

n∝R-2

n∝R-3/2n∝R-3/2

n∝R-2

Formation of stars of high and low mass



Birthline: where infall & acretion stop

M
ain Sequence

tKH=tacc

Sun

Palla & Stahler (1990)

dM/dt=10-5 MO/yr

Protostellar region

Pre-main sequence

region



Normal star: evolutionary status determined by location HRD:
L, Teff

Embedded YSOs: associated with natal gas & dust
Cannot be placed in HRD

Protostellar stage: circumstellar gas & dust: 
absorbs and reprocesses radiation embedded object

Has extent >> stellar photosphere → dust has wide range of T
SED wider than single-T BB; 

shape SED depends on nature & distribution of circumstellar material

More evolved object (pre-ms, ms): envelope, disk almost gone
Shape of SED is f(evolutionary state)

Observationally:
YSOs fall into 4 classes, based on shape of SED



Stars < 8MO

unstable isothermal clump

accretion onto protostar

formation of disk & 

outflow

disk without accretion

protoplanetary disk

sub-mm

far-IR

near-IR

optical

+NIR

optical

Class 0

Class I

Embedded phase

Revealed phase

Birthline

Class II

Class III



Class I:
-SED broader than single-T BB
-At λ>2µm SED rises with λ: 
huge IR-excess
-Deeply embedded; detected in NIR
(freq. assoc’d with RNe)
-Often associated with outflows
-Mcircumst(r<1000AU) << M*

-Age ca. 1-5 x 105 yrs

BB

BB

Class 0:
-Much more extincted & embedded;
-SED peak in submm; 
not detected at λ<20µm
-SED similar to BB at T=20-30K
-All have energetic, v. highly collimated
outflows.
-Mcircumst(r<1000AU) ≈ M*

-Constitute 10% of embedded sources
-Age ca. 104 yrs

Embedded phase:
protostars

C. Lada, 1999, 2000



Protostellar nature embedded YSOs: evidence

Protostar: objects in process of accumulating into star-like 
configuration the bulk of the material they will contain as ms stars

1) SED can be modeled as embryonic stellar core + 
circumstellar disk + massive gas & dust envelope
with density structure as predicted by theory for
rotating, infalling protostellar cloud cores. 

fits: rotating-collapsing
isothermal protostellar models

Mass infall rate ~ 5 x 10-6 M
�
/yr



Isella 2006: Dullemond et al. 2006



Protostellar nature embedded YSOs: evidence

1) SED can be modeled as embryonic stellar core + 
circumstellar disk + massive gas & dust envelope
with density structure as predicted by theory for
rotating, infalling protostellar cloud cores. 

2) Featureless spectrum, requires hot dust at << 1 AU
to provide additional cont. flux to ‘veil’ absorption 
lines. Infall models acount for that.



Protostellar nature embedded YSOs: evidence

1) SED can be modeled as embryonic stellar core + 
circumstellar disk + massive gas & dust envelope
with density structure as predicted by theory for
rotating, infalling protostellar cloud cores. 

2) Featureless spectrum, requires hot dust at << 1 AU
to provide additional cont. flux to ‘veil’ absorption 
lines. Infall models acount for that.

Greene & Lada, AJ 1996



Protostellar nature embedded YSOs: evidence

1) SED can be modeled as embryonic stellar core + 
circumstellar disk + massive gas & dust envelope
with density structure as predicted by theory for
rotating, infalling protostellar cloud cores. 

2) Featureless spectrum, requires hot dust at << 1 AU
to provide additional cont. flux to ‘veil’ absorption 
lines. Infall models acount for that.

3) Only viable source for outflow energy is gravity (from
infall). 

4) Direct kinematic evidence for infall motions found in
Class 0 sources!



B335; Zhou et al. 1993

Protostellar infall

Detecting infall from 
opt. thick line

red blue

C. Lada, 1999, 2000



Class II:
-SED peaks in visible or NIR
-SED broader than single-T BB
-At λ>2µm SED falls with λ (power-law): 
IR-excess, but smaller than Class I
-Disk, but no massive envelope
-Mdisk ≈ 0.01-0.1 M

�

-Accretion rate ∼ 10-8 M
�
/yr

-in SFRs: 10x more than ClassI
-in optical, ClassII are CTTS

BB

BB

Revealed phase:
Pre-ms stars

SED can be fitted with model of
disk with T-gradient, reprocessing
and reradiating light from central
star

C. Lada, 1999, 2000



ClassII model fit

Disk: each annulus has area 2πR∆R and radiates as BB with T(R) 
SED is superposition of series of BB-curves
If T(R) ∼ R-n, then (Wien’s law) max. emission at ν∼T(R)∼ R-n.
Luminosity each annulus: Lνdν = 2πR∆RσT(R)4 ∼ R2-3ndν ∼ ν3-2/n.

For a SED, ν Lν ∼ ν4-2/n.

C. Lada, 1999, 2000



BB

BB

Class III:
-SED peak in visible/NIR 
-SED similar to single-T BB;
interpreted as photospheres of young
stars with extinction.
-No significant amounts circumstellar
gas, dust
-ClassIII are WTTS
-Age ca. 106 - 107 yrs

No IR excess, confused with fore- &
background stars in SFRs. But are 
X-ray sources.

Revealed phase:
Pre-ms stars

C. Lada, 1999, 2000



Evolutionary sequence low-mass YSOs

Evolution Class 0 ⇒ I ⇒ II:
requires removal circumstellar material in infalling envelope

Evolution Class II ⇒ III:
Requires clearing of circumstellar disk

Total accretion: NO – because SFE is very low (M* << Mcore)

Therefore: very early on cloudy material physically removed
Most likely by bipolar outflows, originating from stellar wind
(virtually all Class 0,I drive molecular outflows).

A protostar can only gain mass if it loses mass at same time



Disk fraction vs. log(cluster age) for ca. 3500 stars, 0.3-1 M
�

Hillenbrand 2006

Disk Disk lifetimeslifetimes

1 --

0.5 --

0 --

5 7 9



Reddening lines

ClassIII

ClassII

ClassI

K-L

J
-
H

YSOsYSOs: IR : IR 

colourcolour--colourcolour

diagramdiagram

Main sequence
Stars with IR-excess



DisksDisks… … with with HST (IR)HST (IR)

DG Tau



GG Tau; Guilloteau et al., 1999

Simon et al., 2000

DisksDisks… in mm… in mm--continuumcontinuum



Disks and jets… with HST (IR)



Brand et al.,A&A 2007 (in prep.)

A jet at
the base
of the
outflow



TwoTwo--level level systemsystem

A21

Iνννν

Iνννν

Iνννν B21

Iνννν B12

Level 2

∆∆∆∆E=hνννν

Level 1

g2

g1
Spontaneous
emission

Absorption
Stimulated
emission

g1B12 = g2B21 ; A21 = (2hν3/c2) B21

n2 /n1 = (g2 /g1) exp( - ∆E/kTex)

n2 /n1 < 1



MaserMaser

Level 2

∆∆∆∆E=hνννν

Level 1

g2

g1

Pump: collisions, radiation

n2 /n1 = (g2 /g1) exp( - ∆E/kTex)

Iνννν B21

n2 > n1 : population inversion

Short-lived; pref. decays
to longer-lived level 2 

n2 > n1 : Tex< 0

In region where mol’s have same velo: 
avalanche of induced emission



Energy levels H2O

616 → 523 at 22 GHz (1.35 cm)



The best fit is obtained minimizing the

( for the N detected features and the     

subset of N
p

measured proper motions ) 
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Kinematical Models

α
c
, δ

c  
:  cone vertex coordinates

P
c 
, I

c   
:  position and z-inclination angle of the

cone axis

θ  :  (semi-)opening angle of the cone

a     :  “Hubble constant”

Free parameters

Red-

shifted 

lobe

Maser HMaser H
22OO

Ambient gas

Blue-

shifted 

lobe

Maser HMaser H
22OO

Conical Outflow

Hubble motion: v = a · r

Free parameters
α

D
, δ

D 
:  disk center coordinates

P
d 
, I

d
:  position and z-inclination angle of the

disk axis

M
c

:  central mass

Maser HH22OO

Accreting matter

Keplerian Disk

Keplerian Motion: V = (GM/R2)1/2

Kinematics of the Kinematics of the masingmasing gasgas
Star formation theory ∈ two main kinds of motions expected:  

1) rotation and contraction (accretion disk); 2) expansion (jet/outflow system) 



IRAS 20126+4104IRAS 20126+4104

H2O maser conical flow

at the base of the large-scale

molecular outflow

Moscadelli et al. 2005, A&A 438, 889



MASSIVE STAR FORMATIONMASSIVE STAR FORMATION

in the in the GalaxyGalaxy



The The role role of of massive starsmassive stars

* Stir up the ISM: massive outflows, winds, champagne flows, supernovae

Thus can both destroy their natal molecular cloud AND trigger new 

star formation.

Sculpt structure & energetics of ISM in galaxies

* Energy and momentum input ISM (cosmic ray production)

* UV: ionization, HII regions (delineate spiral structure)

* Enrichment of the ISM (metals, dust)

* Source of neutron stars, BHs, high-energy phenomena

such as XRBs, GRBs



Galactic Ecology: Massive stars regulate ISM

J. Bally  (IAU227)   



Massive stars interactingMassive stars interacting

with their environmentwith their environment

Stellar wind Supernova explosion

Outflow

UV-radiation

(ionization)



ESO – VLT +FORS

(J. Bally - IAU227) (NRAO /AUI / NSF)

Massive starsMassive stars: : giant bubblesgiant bubbles/gas /gas shellsshells

GS62.1+0.2.  d=9.2 kpc, size = 340 pc x 160 pc. 

VLA, GBT  HI

30 Doradus Nebula (LMC):

superhells



Zavagno et al. 2006   

Massive starsMassive stars: : triggers triggers of star of star formationformation

Cold dust 

(contours)

Warm dust

(orange) 

and

ionized gas

(blue)

NIR

cluster

Massive star formation in swept-up shell
at the border of an HII region



Hα + R

M81

R. Kennicutt  (IAU227)

Massive stars Massive stars –– HII HII regionsregions: : 

outline spiral structureoutline spiral structure



The The problem with massive starsproblem with massive stars

Massive stars important – but not well-understood

WHY?

They are rare and have a short lifetime

Difficult to observe during formation

Complex theoretical problem



The Initial Mass FunctionThe Initial Mass Function

Fundamental ingredient for study of star formation and galaxy evolution

IMF: Frequency distribution of stellar masses at birth

Number of stars per unit of (logarithmic) mass:

ξξξξ (logm) ∝∝∝∝ mΓΓΓΓ

Scalo (1998): ΓΓΓΓ = -0.2 ±±±± 0.3  for 0.1 < M < 1 M
����

= -1.7 ±±±± 0.3  for 1 < M < 10 M
����

= -1.3 ±±±± 0.3  for 10 < M < 100 M
����

log[ ξξξξ(logm) ] vs. logm

M =  0.1         1          10

or ξξξξ (m) ∝∝∝∝ mγγγγ

ξξξξ (logm) = (ln10).m ξξξξ (m) 

i.e.: γγγγ = -1.2 ±±±± 0.3  for 0.1 < M < 1 M
����

= -2.7 ±±±± 0.3  for 1 < M < 10 M
����

= -2.3 ±±±± 0.3  for 10 < M < 100 M
����



There There are are relatively relatively few of few of themthem::

P. Schilke  (2005)



They have very They have very short short lifeslifes

P. Schilke  (2005)



These two facts combinedThese two facts combined::

IMF => 1 star of 30M
����

created for every 100 stars of  1M
����

A 1M
����

star lives 2000 times longer than a 30M
����

star

hence

At any given time there are 2 x 105 more 1M
����

stars than

there are 30M
����

stars! 

and yet

L(30M
����

) = 105 L(1M
����

)  => total luminosity is dominated

by high-mass stars! 



Formation Formation of of lowlow-- and highand high--mass mass starsstars

1) Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale
(timescale on which a star gets its luminosity from gravitational contraction)

ττττKH = Egrav / (dEgrav / dt)

Egrav = GM2 / R,    dEgrav / dt = L
=>  ττττKH = GM2 / RL

L ∝∝∝∝ M3.2 ; R ∝∝∝∝ M0.6 => ττττKH ∝∝∝∝ M-1.8

2) Accretion rate: dM / dt ≈≈≈≈ a3 / G ≈≈≈≈ 10-5 M
����

/yr 

107 yr/  1M
����

star;  105 yr/  10M
����

star

105 yr/  1M
����

star;  106 yr/  10M
����

star

Infall of circumstellar material onto protostar

Two relevant timescales:



The The problemproblem of (OB) star of (OB) star formationformation::

accretion: tacc  =  Mstar/(dM/dt)acc

contraction: tKH  =  GMstar/RstarLstar

Mstar > 8 M
����
���� tacc > tKH (Palla & Stahler 1993)

High-mass stars reach ZAMS still accreting!

Spherical symmetry ���� Pradiation > Pram ����

���� stars > 8 M
����

should not form!??



Proposed solutionsProposed solutions

•• Accretion models:Accretion models:

((nonnon--spherical) insidespherical) inside--out collapseout collapse

((WolfireWolfire && CassinelliCassinelli 1978,  1978,  YorkeYorke & & SonnhalterSonnhalter 2002, Tan & McKee 2003)2002, Tan & McKee 2003)

Rotation + Rotation + angang. mom. conservation . mom. conservation →→→→→→→→ Disk:Disk:

focuses accretion, boosts ram pressurefocuses accretion, boosts ram pressure

OutflowOutflow →→→→→→→→ channels stellar photons, lowers radiation  channels stellar photons, lowers radiation  

pressurepressure

•• Coalescence models:Coalescence models:

manymany lowlow--massmass starsstars mergemerge into one massive starinto one massive star

((BonnellBonnell et al. 1998)et al. 1998)



Implications & (testable) predictionsImplications & (testable) predictions
•• Accretion modelsAccretion models : : 
-- presence of massive presence of massive disksdisks

& massive collimated & massive collimated outflowsoutflows:  :  likely / yeslikely / yes

-- high accretion rates (high accretion rates (≥≥≥≥≥≥≥≥1010--5 5 MM��������
): ): evidenceevidence

-- isolatedisolated star formation: star formation: possiblepossible

-- formation at formation at clustercluster center: center: withwith the other cluster membersthe other cluster members

• • Coalescence modelsCoalescence models : : 

-- presence of massive presence of massive disksdisks

& massive collimated & massive collimated outflowsoutflows: : unlikelyunlikely

-- stellar collisions: stellar collisions: not observednot observed

-- isolatedisolated star formation: star formation: impossibleimpossible

-- formation at formation at clustercluster center: center: afterafter the other cluster membersthe other cluster members

-- high stellar density required (high stellar density required (> 10> 107 7 pcpc--3 3 ))

�Detection of collimated massive outflows and accretion 
disks is crucial to understand O-B star formation



Clump

UC HII

HMC
(CH3CN, HCOOCH3, NH3, HNCO, C2H5CN, etc. …)

Cesaroni et al.



Hot Hot molecularmolecular corescores

• Typical values <0.1 pc, >100 K, 107 cm-3, 
>104 LO

• Many molecules: evaporation of grains

• Sometimes contain hypercompact HII regions

� Contain OB stars in formation

� Probable presence of infall (accretion) and 
rotation (disks)



Hot Hot molecularmolecular corescores

• Typical values <0.1 pc, >100 K, 107 cm-3, 
>104 LO

• Many molecules: evaporation of grains

• Sometimes contain hypercompact HII regions

� Contain OB stars being formed

� Probable presence of infall (accretion) and 
rotation (disks)  



The search The search forfor disksdisks: : wherewhere
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IRAS 20126+4104

Cesaroni et al.

Hofner et al.

Moscadelli et al.

Cesaroni et al.



IRAS 20126+4104

Cesaroni et al.

Hofner et al.

Moscadelli et al.
Keplerian

rotation:

M*=7 MO

Cesaroni et al.



Furuya et al. (2002)

Beltran et al. (2004)

Beltran et al. (2005)

A1

A2



Furuya et al. (2002)

Beltran et al. (2004)

Beltran et al. (2005)

A2



Furuya et al. (2002)

Beltran et al. (2004)

Beltran et al. (2005)

UC HII + dust

O9.5 (20 MO) + 130 MO

A1



Furuya et al. (2002)

Beltran et al. (2004)

Beltran et al. (2005)

UC HII + dust

O9.5 (20 MO) + 130 MO

Keplerian rotation

around 20 M
����

star:

ALMA needed!
A1



ResultsResults of disk searchof disk search

Two types of objects found:

Disks in B stars
• M < 10 MO

• R ~ 1000 AU

• L ~ 104 LO

• (dM/dt)star ~ 10-4 MO/yr

• trot ~ 104 yr

• tacc ~ M/(dM/dt)star ~ 105 yr

� tacc >> trot

� equilibrium, circumstellar
structures

Toroids in O stars
• M > 100 MO

• R ~ 10000 AU

• L >> 104 LO

• (dM/dt)star > 10-3 MO/yr

• trot ~ 105 yr

• tacc ~ M/(dM/dt)star ~ 104 yr

� tacc << trot

� non-equilibrium, circum-
cluster structures



Is there Is there a mass upper a mass upper limitlimit??

IMF => massive stars always form in clusters. So can only

study upper limit in mass by observing cluster population.

Requirements:

* cluster stellar mass > 104 M
����

* 1 Myr < cluster age < 3 Myr

* need to see individual stars 

* need to be able to separate stars

In the Galaxy: the Arches cluster (@ Galactic Centre)



HST (1999) Figer, Nature  (2005)

160 O-stars

Brightest members

have L = 106.3  L
����

Arches Cluster



ArchesArches--cluster mass functioncluster mass function

Figer, Nature  (2005)

If there is no mass cut-off,

chances of not finding

such massive stars is:

10-8 if 18 are expected
(slope –1.35)

10-14 if 33 are expected
(slope –0.90)

Mass cut-off at 150 M
����



Figer et al. 1999, ApJ, 525, 759

Pistol star: 150-250 M
����

?

But: not single?

G0.15-0.05

Are Are there starsthere stars

more more massive massive 

thanthan 150 M150 M
��������

??



R136: 

Mmax = 150 M
����



IR-dark cloud

fragmentation

(hot) molecular core

infall+rotation

(proto)star+disk+outflow

accretion

hypercompact HII region

expansion

extended HII region

Possibile evolutionary 

sequence for OB-stars

Massive stars are rare,

but very influential for

Galactic “ecology”;

HMPO difficult to find,

and hard to study;

Outflows & disks & high

accretion rates found,

hence probably form by

accretion (early B-stars; 

also O-stars?);

High-mass cut-off exists

(150 M
����

).

SUMMARYSUMMARY


